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Abstract

The establishment of Rural Law is mandated by 1945 Constitution which provides recognition, status, law assurance, diversity, democracy and promote rural indigenous cultural traditions. The implementation of Rural Law has implications towards nagari (village) governance which has to adjust itself to the system and mechanisms stipulated in the Rural Law. Currently, government and West Sumatera Province regional house of representatives (DPRD) has established Regional Regulation draft on Principles of Nagari administration and waiting for Approval by the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The recognition of nagari as a traditional village and law community unit and the Indigenous communities require legal assurance and rights of origin enforcement as well as its authority in the effort of governance implementation and community empowerment. Nagari management prospects is West Sumatera Regional Government agenda to empower villages through village budget aid despite its controversy in terms of maintaining traditional culture of Salingka nagari.
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Introduction

Reformation Era lasting for fourteen years is like a child who starts to grow up and take care of himself. Similarly, Law Renewal in Indonesia starts with constitutional changes along with other legislation. The amendment is now perceived beneficial, especially in a democracy despite its weaknesses.

According to Henny and Charles, the reformation era brought so many changes to the current government system; the critical public toward the governmental process becomes a challenge for the government to try best for the society welfare. In this regard, the emergence of the Rural Law is aims to fulfill the Constitution mandate. Inspite of its lateness, there are

---

substantial opportunities to realize the ideals of the nation and country living in harmony peace and prosperity. Meanwhile, the Rural Law which was only 2 (two) years described as a breast-feeding-needed baby reflects its government dependency regardless formal juridically, the central government has given its authority to the village run by the Ministry of Village and under developed Areas. Yet there are still many problems demanding Government attention to direct and supervise the village government. Based on the central government’s policy towards rural government institutions, then the question arises, are village governments in Indonesia ready to implement considering unavailable potential, resources and diverse local content and infrastructure on the part of village government?

Article 18 B of 1945 Constitution is the constitutional basis for the establishment of the Rural Law. Previously, Regulation of village government was regulated in Law Number 22 year 1999 which was then replaced by law Number 32 year 2004 on Regional Government and is now replaced by law Number 23 year 2014 on Regional Government yet the entire law do not regulate village administration. In order to implement the mandate of Article 18 B of 1945 Constitution, Law Number 6 year 2014 on village was issued then was followed by Government Regulation Number 43 year 2014 on Regulations Village government implementation as well as Government Regulation Number 60 year 2014 on Village Fund. Rural Law Number 6 year 2014, government Regulation Number 43 Year 2014 and Government Regulation Number 60 year 2014 are the legal renewal of government administration village throughout Indonesia.

West Sumatra province carries out the provisions of Rural Law. Currently, this province comprises 12 (twelve) regencies and 6 (six) towns, while 11 regencies excluding Mentawai Islands regency implement nagari governmental system which cover 648 villages throughout 11 regencies. To the next step, the nagari governance needs enforcement to restore the rights of origin and authority. It is a compulsory to evaluate the given policies to establish the better ones. ²

Practically, the enactment of the rural law provide an option whether West Sumatra will determine nagari as a traditional village or a nagari government. Currently there are 648 nagari, expected to be increasing in number through the nagari management as long as they are qualified as well as promising village aid for the development and empowerment of rural communities. Accordingly, those problem statements are formulated: first how is the importance of Village Government legal Reform in Indonesia; and second, how are the implications for nagari administration in West Sumatra.

Discussion

Rural Law as Legal Reform in Indonesia

Article 18 B of paragraph (1) and (2) 1945 Constitution explained that the State shall acknowledges and respects the units of regional administration as regulated by the law. The State acknowledges and respects units of indigenous communities and their traditional rights as long as they live, and in accordance with the development of society and the principles of the Unitary Republic of Indonesia stipulated in the law.

The basic constitution provides authority to the village as a traditional law community unit including Nagari in West Sumatra to organize and manage their own administration and financial management independently. The establishment of the Rural Law is law reform on the existence of the village, as well as village empowerment as part of the regional autonomy implementation and as evidence of the Government’s concern to the regions, especially the village. This fact differentiates new order era from reforms order in terms that regional autonomy is implemented under State control by

focusing on self-reliance, especially in rural areas. 3

Renewal is desirable and urgent necessity regarding the rule of law functions as a regulatory tool or means of development that determines society towards the desired condition. 4 According to Didik Sukriono in M. Iwan Satriawan, there are two village concepts: first, a acknowledged village that is the village of indigenous people’s referred to by the names of the local; and second, a formed village, that is the village acknowledged by the government under the law, the village is seen as a regional entity in which resides a community which has the authority to run their own government. 5

Along with these opinions, according to the Rural Law, village is divided into two (2) systems, the official (government) village and the traditional village. Traditional villages have distinct characteristics mainly due to its strong indigenous influences on the local government system, the management of local resources and social and cultural life of rural communities. Traditional Village in principle constitutes customary law community unit based on the genealogical and territorial combination preserved over generations. Implementation of customary law community unit has lived in the territory of the Republic of Indonesia as huta/ nagori in North Sumatra, gampong in Aceh, nagari in Minangkabau, marga in South Sumatra, tiuh or pekon in Lampung, palikraman in Bali, lembang in Toraja, banua and wanua in in Kalimantan and Negeri in Maluku province. The existence of Indigenous villages have been stated in the elucidation of 1945 constitution which means that long before this constitution, traditional villages have been there and become a historical record for the village government in Indonesia preserved by the customary law community until now.

Legal Reform of the village administration is a government policy aimed at giving authority to the village government. In local governance implementation, public policy and law play a very important role. The discussion of the law covers two aspects: justice concerning public to be equally treated before the law and the legal aspects (the positive law). 6 In addition, there are important issues, that is the presence of State and local governments in the form of public service fulfillment to all citizens basic rights in the region. 7 Thus, the State as the authorities and the law as the basis of power and authority carried out for citizen interest. Related to legal positivism, law is the sovereign power commands (John Austin) and the will of the State (Hans Kelsen) in his theory of Analogical Jurisprudence, or analytical legal theory; there are two forms of law, the first, positive law (Law) and the second, positive morality (customary Law). 8 Furthermore, the German sociological jurisprudence (Eugen Ehrlich) and developed in the United States (Roccoe Pound) stated that laws are made to give Living Law a concern means that this view acknowledges the source of formal law both legislation and not in accordance with the living law. 9

Based on those theories and related to the legal reform on the rural law which conforms village systems across Indonesia, it is acceptable and adjustable to the legal culture of indigenous people. This new law can influence positive morality (customary law) that live and develop within community such as nagari, especially the Minangkabau with their customary law and deliberation as a tool of democracy that remain as a living law. Deliberation for indigen-

ous peoples becomes the heart of democracy that still survives to this day.10

Rural Law is the foundation of the village administration and it is attributive and constitutive authority. The village government is led by a village chief and assisted by village officials and village government as well as Village Consultative Body. The village authority includes administration of the village, the implementation of rural development, guidance and empowerment of rural communities based on community initiatives, right of origin and customs of the village.

Implications of Rural Law Implementation on Nagari Governance in West Sumatra

Implementations of Rural Law cause all laws of West Sumatera government, both provincial and district regulations as well as regulations governing the regional head village to be inapplicable or legal vacuum. To adapt Rural Law, West Sumatera government has proposed Rural Regulation drafts which is currently approval await of Ministry of Internal Affairs. Nagari Government is the implementation of government affairs by the nagari government and Village Custom to regulate and manage the interests of local communities respected by Indonesian government system Indonesia.

Village government as the lowest government led by a wali nagari, and assisted by a wali jorong, wali jorong as an extension authority in governance system management and a nagari secretary (setneg). Wali nagari selected by the anak nagari (the villagers) democratically.11

In running the village government system, it cannot be separated from the local values. In fact, village government is the origin of Minangkabau Custom Government.12 As Minangkabau’s Community, the basic philosophy customs and culture of Minangkabau relied to basandi syara’ Syara’ basandi Kitabullah custom, Syara’ mangato adat mamakai, salingka nagari custom is adhered and passed over generation to keep the sustainability in West Sumatra. Recognition, respect and protection of the State towards indigenous peoples is not taken for granted but it is obtained through planned and organized struggle.13 Village is the lowest system in implementing government affairs either the existing ones or handed autonomy by the government, village is considered as executive co-administration of upper government.14

Kerapatan Adat Nagari (KAN), as a non-formal institution in village government consists of tungku tigo sajarangan. Tungku tigo sajarangan is native representative consisting of clerics, scholars (intellectuals) and niniaj mamak (tribal leaders in the village). In addition, it plays role as a justice of the peace for children’s nephew when sako jo pusako dispute happens, also in the process of registration of Tanah Ulayat Adat.

As a custom public institution, Kerapatan Adat Nagari has functions: first, to promote the implementation of the Nagari Government, such as tax charge and dissemination in raising awareness of the taxpayer; secondly, to share ideas to develop village in terms of public education and guidance to children school dropouts; and third, to participate in the development in village as village community empowerment. Kerapatan Adat Nagara Institution is influential to nagari governance both community empowerment and custom-related matters.15

As the lowest administration system, Nagari is authorized by legislation to issue nagari law. Regional law functions to provide guidance of local/nagari governance. In addition, Village Consultative Body serves as an element of Nagari government and together with wali nagari compose a nagari law. Nagari has its territory and limit as well as political structures and apparatus and some requirements that must be met by a settlement to become a nagari including customs hall, mosques, markets and supported by paddy fields. The alliance of masyarakat community customary law which gathered in village community reoriented to live monosyllabic, communal, and gathered.

With the approval of Rural Law, it is expected to provide fresh air to both society and government itself, increase and a change towards the betterment in governance as well as in the management of village budget. Draft of Regional Regulation of West Sumatra Province needs to adjust the substance of the Rural Law, reform concept of the nagari government such as empowering Wali nagari authority as the one who responsible for financial management of Village. Dealing with financial management, wali nagari is assisted by nagari assistant. Operationally, village government is financed by state budget revenues. Wali Nagari together with Kerapatan Adat Nagari set a revenue budget expenditure, while the source of village income is not taken over by the provincial and district governments. Moreover, it forms a nagari Court as an institution of dispute resolution between the public and ensure the enforcement of statutory, basandi syara’ syara’ basandi kitabullah custom, State Laws and Saltingka nagari custom.

Further, Rural Law assures governance implementation both from political aspects as well as financial and culture aspects, when compared to the previous provisions. The formation of this Law basically aims to achieve a state of growth and long-term improvement and qualitative improvement to the citizen’s way of life. It is a pattern that affects the development of the mental aspects, physical (body), intelligence and the awareness of society and the state. However, the achievement of rural development objectives and target are basically determined by the mechanisms and structures used as the rural development system.

One of the aims of legal reform is for the development of all aspects both physical and mental needs balance between village government and society. The Rural Law contains the development and improvement of village government authority. This law confirms the Village Administration, the development implementation, social development and community empowerment.

For its development, Rural Law is believed to provide much greater benefits for the region, especially rural development. Additionally, the substance regulated by Rural Law accommodate the village called Traditional Village. By the establishment of Rural Law, it will open the opportunities for West Sumatera to shift the government structure referring to the Traditional Village. Rural Law is very beneficial for the region and accommodate the peculiarities of naming their village or another name that is like a legal basis uses the term Nagari in West Sumatera, as well as related to Central Government financial assistance to the Village/Nagari. Due to different budget for each country, it is according to the area composition and the availability of infrastructure.

To improve the governance quality, Government concerns to provide facilities that will help the Village Head to manage the budget and village allocation fund are required. Reform of Rural Law is very favorable to the Village and the Village Apparatus both with regard to local values/traditional right and budget allocation given to the village by the District Government.

---

providing the opportunity for regions to organize and manage the interests of the public, improve services and prosperity of community.\textsuperscript{19}

As the lowest level government, the village is a unit of community that has boundaries authorized to regulate and manage the interests of local communities, based on the origin, local customs that is recognized and respected within Indonesian government systems.\textsuperscript{20} Fundamental thoughts of Village Government are diversity, participation, autonomy, democratization and community empowerment.

Related to the village autonomy, 1945 Constitution implicitly confirms that Indonesia’s cultural identity and the rights of traditional communities are in line with civilization.\textsuperscript{21} In this case, the rights of indigenous people must not only be interpreted as a partial right, for instance, economic sector, but should be viewed comprehensively, which includes the rights of political, social, legal, cultural, and so forth included rights to form a government based on the culture and customs that have historically been prevailing in the local community.\textsuperscript{22} Recognition and protection of village autonomy is also constitutionally affirmed in Article 18 B Paragraph (2) of 1945 Constitution.

Village-owned autonomy is based on the origins and customs, not based on the delegation of authority from the Government. Village village is a community unit which has the authority to regulate and manage local community interest based the origins and local customs which is acknowledged by National Government system. The authority to organize and manage the local community based on the origin and local customs indicates that customary law communities are acknowledged.\textsuperscript{23} The village self-

dependence is one of the principles of village arrangement in which a process conducted by the village government and village communities to perform an activity in order to meet self reliance.

Conclusion

Legal Reform of village government is mandated by the 1945 Constitution. Rural Law opens up opportunities for more independent village both in implementing the system of government and in the management of the budget by the state. The position of village in the government system as the base of the central government which is located in the district and participate to implement the aims of the country to realize people welfare, economic equality and development as a form of recognition from the State. The village diverse, both supra structure and resources along with the cultural rights of their origins in villages are different. Thus, government concern in order to continuously control and guidance are required. By the issue of the Rural Law, there is a legal vacuum in the province of West Sumatra. Currently the Government of West Sumatera with DPRD are already discussing the Proposed Local Regulation on Nagari Government and awaiting approval from the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

Suggestion

To maintain local wisdom, the contents of Rural Regulations Draft must agree the name of nagari or other name of the village, and determine the choice of the custom village and enforcement of Kerapatan Adat Nagari (KAN) authority as well as the establishment of the Village Court functioning to solve the disputes in Village. For the future, yet, Nagari management prospect is expected to create a equitable development, nagari empowerment and social welfare through the village budget supported by the government.
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